In this paper, we survey several recent developments on non-standard optimality criteria for controlled Markov process models of stochastic control problems. Commonly, the criteria employed for optimal decision and control are either the discounted cost (DC) or the long-run average cost (AC). We present results on several other criteria that, as opposed to the AC or DC, take into account, e.g., a) the variance of costs; b) multiple objectives; c) robustness with respect to sample path realizations; d) sensitivity to long but finite horizon performance as well as long-run average performance.
I. Introduction and Motivation
Stochastic optimal control methods find significant applications in areas such as aerospace control problems, management and finance, manufacturing and production, communication/computer networks, military and service industry logistics, etc. Several of these areas fall in the general category of Discrete Event Stochastic Dynamic Systems (DESDS), which is a broad and interdisciplinary area of research at the intersection of systems and control, operations research, and knowledge-based systems. The focus of DESDS research are the complex, man-made systems that form the core of our technological society. The main distinguishing feature of DESDS is that their dynamic evolution is driven by the (random) occurrence of controlled and uncontrolled discrete events, e.g., system failures, service rate increase, etc. A broad view of models and methods for DESDS is given in [HO] , and some recent books following this paradigm are, e.g., [CAS] and [GER] . The common objective for many of the problems mentioned before is to obtain rules for operating the system, Le., control policies or decision rules, which optimize an appropriate performance measure, and which explicitly take into account the stochastic and discrete eventdriven nature of the problems. Appropriate mathematical descriptions for the state evolution and con- trol of these processes fall within the domain of controlled Markov processes (CMP). However, standard optimality criteria, e.g., expected discounted or average costs, frequently fail to capture important aspects associated with the stochastic control problems that arise in many applications. Thus the need arises for new paradigms, which lead to the formulation of some non-standard performance criteria that address some of the shortcomings of, and give alternatives to, the traditional expected long-run average and discounted sum-of-costs criteria [ABFGM] , [FGM] , [CFEl] 
Methods and Procedures
A CMP is a discrete-time, discrete-event stochastic dynamic system specified by the five-tuple (X, U , U , P, c), where X is the state space; U is the action, or control space; each pair ( 2 , U) in X x U determines the distribution law P(+ I x, U) of the next state X t + l , when the current state and action are, respectively, X t = x and Ut = U ; and c : X x U + R is the onestage cost function. A control strategy, or policy, is a rule T for making decisions, based on the available information. At a given time t , the available information is the set ht of observed states and actions taken up to that time, i.e., ht = ( X O , VO, X i , . . . , Xt) .
. . .}. The two standard criteria used for optimal decision and control on an infinite planning horizon are the following.
Discounted Cost (DC): For 0 < p < 1, the discount factor, and a policy T, the total discounted cost is given by 
Non-Standard Criteria
The AC and DC criteria suffer from several shortcomings. Among these shortcomings, we mention the following:
They measure the expected sum of (discounted or averaged) cost, and thus are insensitave to, e.g., the variance of the sum of costs;
They can be seen as two opposite extremes in the spectrum of possible criteria;
In many situations, the optimal policy has to meet stringent robustness requirements, e.g., o p timality for almost call sample paths, which are not obtained in general with AC or DC criteria;
Stronger criteria than AC that exhibit selectivity with respect to long but finite horizons are desirable. In this paper, we discuss several promising alternatives that address the above shortcomings.
1II.a: Risk-Sensitive Criteria
In [FEMl] , we studied the risk-sensitive optimal control problem for hidden Markov models (HMM), i.e., controlled Markov chains where state information is only available to the controller via an output [qz,,(u) ] is the NX x NY state/message matrix, i.e., qz,y(u) is the probability of receiving message y when the state is 1: and action U has been selected. (1) where 7 # 0 is the risk-factor, and sgn(7) is the sign of y; see [BERl] , [FEMl] , and [WHI] for details. If 7 > 0, then the controller is risk-averse or pessimistic, whereas if 7 < 0 then the controller is risk-pwferring or optimistic.
The optimal control of HMM under standard] risk-neutral performance criteria, e.g., AC and DC, has received much attention in the past [ABFGM] . Controlled Markov chains with full state information and a risk-sensitive performance criterion have also received some attention [HOM] , [CSO] , [PUT] . Whittle and others (see [WHI] and references therein) have extensively studied the risk-sensitive optimal control of partially-observable linear exponential quadratic Gaussian (LEQG) systems. On the other hand, HMM under risk-sensitive criteria had not received attention until recently [BJ] , [FEMl] . The reason for this was mainly due to the complexity of the problem, and the lack of information states that could serve a similar purpose as the conditional probability does for the case of HMM with risk-neutral criteria [ABFGM] , [BE2] , [KV] . Recently, James, Baras, and Elliott [BJ] , [JBE] have derived information states for nonlinear, discrete-time partially observable stochastic systems, and in particular for HMM, under an "exponential of additive costs" criterion. They have also given dynamic programming equations from which optimal values and controls can be computed, for problems with a finite horizon. Nevertheless, the following remains mostly an open question:
How does risk-sensitivity manifest itself in a policy?
For the LEQG problem, Whittle [WHI] has shown that much insight can be gained from a comparison of the risk-neutral (i.e., the classical LQG) and risk sensitive equations describing the optimal controller.
In [FEMl] , a similar investigation was initiated for HMM, via an examination of a popular benchmark problem. The dynamic programming equations for both the risk-neutral and risk-sensitive cases were examined. The threshold structure of optimal controllers thus obtained was compared. Also, it was shown that indeed the risk-sensitive controller and its corresponding information state converge to the known solutions for the risk-neutral situation, as the risk factor goes to zero.
Recently, several general structural results have been obtained [FEM2] . In the HMM context, the in- 
1II.b: Weighted Cost Criteria
One possibility of obtaining a reasonable compromise of AC and DC criteria is by combining these in a weighted sum. CMP with a generalized WC criterion and with general state and control spaces and several one-stage cost functions being discounted at different rates, were studied in [FGM] . The consideration of several cost functions at the same time makes it necessary to explicitly include the cost function in the notation for both AC and DC, e.g., J ( z , ?r,c).
Generalized Weighted Cost (GWC):
Let K E N and 0 5 CY 5 1 be given, and let 0 < PK < P K -1 < . . . < ,& < PI < 1 be given discount factors. In addition, for k = 1,2, . . . ,I< + 1, let c k ( . , .) be given one-stage cost functions. The generalized weighted cost incurred by a policy ?r is given by wg(", r) := a(1 -Pl)Jpl(t, r > cd)
(2) where Jp(z, ?r, c ) and J ( z , x , c ) stand for the DC and AC cost, respectively, incurred by policy r, with initial state 2 and one-stage cost c(., .), and for t E N, Note that if each C k ( . , .) is a bounded function, then C d ( 2 , U , t ) is (uniformly) bounded in t E IN, and Thus the first term on the right-hand side of (2) gives a weighted combination of discounted cost criteria.
Note that c d ( ' , ', .) is nonstationary, however by considering the augmented state space Xx IN the problem becomes stationary. One of the main results obtained in [FGM] is stated below, after some necessary assumptions.
Assumption 3.1: There exists an AC optimal policy T: which is stationary deterministic (c.f. [FGM] , [ABFGM] ).
Assumption 3.2:
There exists a constant p* E R such that J*(t,c~+l) = p * , for all e E X. If there is a bounded solution (p* , h) to the average cost optimality equation (ACOE) with p* E R and h : X ---* IR, then Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 are satisfied; see [ABFGM] and references therein.
Remark 3.1:
Theorem 3.1: Let K E IN and 0 5 CY 5 1 be given, and let 0 < PK < P K -~ < . . . < P 2 < P1 < 1 be given discount factors. In addition, for k = 1 , 2 , . . . , K + 1, let C k ( * , .) be given one-stage cost functions, each a bounded function. If Assumptions 3.1 and 3.2 hold, then (i) For each E > 0 there exists N ( E ) E N, such that for all c E X there is a GWC E-e-optimal policy xaJ, with ? r f l x = x:, for all t 2 N(E).
(ii) For each E > 0 there exists N(E) E N, such that if x: is a Markov deterministic DC €-optimal policy (see [ABFGM] , [FGM] ) for the one-stage cost function C d ( . , . , . ) of (3), then for any N 2 N(E), the policy X'
given by if N 5 t , is GWC €-optimal. (iii) The vtopian lower bound is attained, i.e., Remark 3.2: The structure of the €-optimal policy obtained in (ii) above is intuitively appealing: use the best policy for the weighted DC criteria long enough at the beginning, and then switch to the policy which is best in the long run. Likewise, (i) above simply says t o eventually use the policy which is best in the long run. These type of policies are sometimes called ultimately (stationary) deterministic. If a = 1, then r : above is GWC &-optimal.
1II.c: Overtaking Criteria
The use of the overtaking criterion (OC) is one way to incorporate sensitivity to finite time behavior, while preserving results obtained under an AC criterion. A policy x l is said to overtake another policy 1r2 if for all e E X, and for all T sufficiently large; .IT(., -) denotes the total expected cost up to time T . A policy is called overtaking optimal if it overtakes every other policy. Clearly, overtaking optimality implies JT(S,?rl) 5 JT("r *2)1 (5) average cost optimality, but the converse is not true in general. In [FGM] , we studied models with an OC, countable state space and compact action space. Our approach was based on qualitative properties of the optimality equations for the AC criterion [ABFGM] . In [FGM] it was shown that under a Lyapunov Function Condition [ABFGM] , OC optimal policies exists and can be characterized as the maximizers in a certain functional equation.
1II.d: Strong Average Criteria
The strong average cost (SAC) criterion is also introduced to assess the performance of a policy over long but finite horizons, as well as in the long-run average sense. We say that policy T" is strong average cost (SAC) optimal if J i ( . ) denotes the optimal value function for horizon n. Note that (6) ensures that ?r* induces good performance for long but finite horizons, and that every policy that is SAC optimal is also AC optimal. However the opposite is not necessarily true.
It was shown in [CFEQ] that for bounded onestage cost functions, conditions introduced by Sennott [SEN] (see also [ABFGM] ) are sufficient to guarantee that every AC optimal policy is also SAC optimal. On the other hand, a detailed counterexample is given that shows that this result does not extend to the case of unbounded cost functions. The latter case was studied in [GM] , under a different set of conditions.
1II.e: Sample Path Criteria
Departing from the use of expected values of costs, in [CFEl] we focused on a sample path analysis of the stream of costs. We have the following definition.
Sample Path Average Cost (SPAC):
The long-run sample path average cost obtained by policy T , when the initial state of the system is x E X I is given by A policy T* is said to be SPAC optimal if there exists a constant p such that for all x E X we have that:
while, for all policies T and for all x E X, The constant p is the optimal sample path average cost.
Under a Lyapunov Function Condition (see, e.g., [ABFGM] ), we showed in [CFEl] that stationary policies obtained from the average cost optimality equation are not only expected average cost optimal, but indeed sample path average cost optimal. For a summary of similar results, but under a different set of conditions as those used in [CFEl] , see [ABFGM, Section 5.31. 
